Northwest Earth & Space Sciences Pipeline supported summer camps (described in previous report planning) serving underserved and underrepresented populations in Washington, Montana, and Oregon.

Many of these camps were oversubscribed by a factor of two.

While summer camps in urban areas are nothing new, having NASA sponsored camps in rural areas has a major impact to these populations. News Articles include:

- Confederated Umatilla Journal, see page 21
  https://issuu.com/confederatedumatillajournal/docs/cuj_8-3-2016abcd

- KIMA TV Ellensburg
Presentation of NESSP Activities was made at NW Tribal Council Leaders Educational Workshop in Coleville, WA, July 2016.

At this meeting, Plans for a NESSP led effort for tribal participation in the August 2017 Eclipse sited on the Warm Spring OR reservation were approved.

Planning for additional events in academic year 2016-2017 are underway.